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Students get 185 parking tickets a day
., Motorists who are cited can petition University Parking and Appeals Committee for a hearing
•

by Lance Turner
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

During the first nine school
days in September, 185 drivers a day at UCF found parking tickets hanging from their
side mirrors, wipers and door
handles, according to the reports of student parking patrollers.
The majority of the 1,670
tickets written this semester
were for vehicles without a
~ current parking decal. These
unregistered vehicles accouraged students to stick to the rules and read
counted for 970 tickets.
These figures reflect the efforts of the UCF the pamphlet provided to them by the Parking
Police Department and the 11 student patrol- and Traffic Office.
When the rules are violated this can mean
lers.
According to Ina Carpenter, manager of the tickets for the campus' drivers, but an appeal to
police department's parking and ticket divi- a higher authorily is offered to all ticket recipision, the ticketing is higher at the start of each ents.
To initiate a lraffic ticket appeal student
semester and levels off for the remainder of the
· must fill out the proper form at the Parking and
term.
Comparing figures supplied by Carpenter Traffic Office. Armed only with the licket, their
for September 1987 and September 1988, if the personal data and a brief description of their
daily average continues for the rest of this claim, pC!titioncrs can accomplish this first step
month, then this September will see a 7.5 per- in only a few minute .
11 appeals are he, rd by the seven member
cent increase.
The first place many ticket recipients go is to University Parking and ppeuls Committee,
• the Parking and Ticket Office next door to which i compris d ofan aclministrative/profe. sionat mem) r, two facu ty members, two staff
UCF's police station.
When asked if much tension flows across the memb rs and two Student Government repreoffice's glass enclosed counter, Carpenter said, sentatives. This year's chairperson is Student
"naturally they are a little upset when they Accounts Manager Jerome Hormuth, who fills
Tom Webster1CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
come into the office, but J don't see it any higher one of the staff positions.
Traffic jams start in the parking lots. This is an everyday octhan normal."
Semor Parking Patro11er Julio Pagan enSEE PARKING PAGE 5 curance in the parking lots of UCF.

Student earns award for tip
Company to save nearly $200,000 on part over a 12-month period
by Donna Jean Houge
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A UCF student received an
award from the StrombergCarlson Corp. this summer for
a suggestion that will save the
company almost $200,000 on
the cost of a gold-plated part
over the next 12 months.
Michael J. Drees was presented with a certificate and
check for $1,000 on Aug.18 by
J. Benton Howie, human resources
director for
Stromberg-Carlson, and Gordon H. Davis, the company's
mechanical technology director. His total award will be $4,
785.
Drees, a senior industrial
, engineering major, will receive
· the remaining $3, 785 next
: year when his suggestion is re-

audited, said Janice Bristol,
an employee of StrombergCarlson.
Drees works for the company through UCF's Cooperative Education Program.
He submitted the idea to
Stromberg-Carlson's
Employee Suggestion/Cost Improvement Proposal Program
this summer.
Drees' suggestion will add
up to an annual savings of
$181,380 for the company.
The ES/CIP Program is a
"great way to receive recognition for new, innovative ideas
that could save the company
money," he said.
Drees took it upon himself
to research the mini-PV contacts which StrombergCarlson purchases from DuPont Electronics.
Drees said he "was looking

SPORTS

CONFETTI

• The Knights head to
The Volunteer State this
Saturday to face I-AA East
Tennessee State. Also, reaction to the pollsters' pick
of N. Dakota State as No. 1
in Div. II. See pg. 12.

• Dining out in Orlando:
This week's issue includes
tasty reviews of 0-town
restaurants, and dining out
suggestions. Also, a new
Rock Opera comes to
Orlando.

for ways to reduce the costs of
designs" that utilize the components.
Considering the latest advancements in process control
by DuPont, Drees suggested
lowering the gold- plating
thickness on the contacts to
the minimum acceptable level.
He also arranged with
DuPont to send its test data
related to gold thickness on a
lot-by-lot basis, to insure that
any contacts bought by
Stromberg-Carlson would not
fall below the minimum requirements.
Although the price difference associated with the lesser
gold thickness was only two
cents per contact, because of
the large quantity StrombergCarlson uses, the annual savSEE DREES PAGE 5
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The draft beer keg. Ifs awkward. Ifs bulky. And irs not particularly attractive.
But in all our years in the brewing business weve found no other container better
suited for maintaining the consistent quality of real, ice-cold draft beer than the keg.
So whenever you purchase Budweiser draft bee~ it comes from a keg...
1e_.
N?t because we still care that much about kegs. But because we •'-'~®WJ
still care that much about quality.
dt.ft....
Draft beer in kegs. Ifs just one of the reasons why 1D'~ ~""•
Budweiser has remained the King of Beer~ for more than ' " \ \
110 years.
V
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WAYNE DENSCH, INC. ~

851-7100
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Legal Corner ... . ... .;.,. ...... . . .,. . . .,.:... :.. ,:.,...:. ,. ,. .;. ,. .;.,. .,. .,. ;.,..,.,.,
Upon the vacating of the the tenant within 30 days
premises for termination · after the date of the notice
of the lease, the landlord of intention to impose a
shall have 15 days to re- claim for damages.
turn the security deposit or
If either party institutes
to give the tenant written an action in court to adjudinotice by certified mail. cate their right to the secuThe letter should be sent to rity deposit, the prevailing
the tenant's last known party is entitled to receive
mailing address and his court costs plus a reashould
include
the sonable fee for their attorla.11c!lord's intentions to ei- ney.
ther impose a claim on the
If the tenant institutes
deposit and the reason for acticn against the landlord
imposing the claim.
for failure to comply with
If the landlord fails to the statute it does not pregive the required notice vent the landlord from filwithin the 15-day period he ing a counter-claim against
forfeited his right to impose the tenant for damages
a claim upon the security resulting from the tenancy.
deposit.
For further information,
Unless the tenant ob- please con tact Student
jects to the imposition of Legal Services at 275-2538.
the landlord's claim or the
The office is located in
amount within 15 days af- the Student Center Room
ter receipt of the landlord's 210.
Consultation with the
notice.
The landlord may then program attorney is by apdeduct the amount of his pointment only, free of
claim and shall remit the charge to eligible UCF stubalance of the deposit to dents.

workshop held at Rollins ColThe second annua1 Auto lege which will run Oct. 11 to
Fest will be held on Sept. 23 at Nov. 15.
Kissimmee's Old Town shopFor more information about
ping center.
registration, call 646-2632.
The show wi11 run Friday,
Saturday and Sunday. Admis- '• RED CROSS CLASSES
sion is free.
Recreational Services, in
AB types of cars will be on cooperation with the Ameridisplay including: hotrods, can Red Cross, will be holding
1932 Fords, Corvettes, Lam- certification classes in CPR,
borgin is and Classic Chevy's.
first aid, advanced life saving,
and life gaurd training for
students and faculty/staff.
• STRESSBUSTERS
The UCF Health Resource These classes wi11 meet every
Center ho1ds a Stressbusters Monday evening at 6 p.m. at
meeting every Wednesday at the UCF pool.
lla.m. The group discusses
For more information, call
stress management, test tak- Recreational Services at 275ing techniques, relaxation 2408.
tools, biofeedback, nutrition,
and other stress related as- • QUALITY MANAGEMENT
pects.
The rules of modern manFor more information, ca11 agement for leaders in 1ocal
281-5841.
government will be detailed
Sept. 23 in the final session of
a three-part workshop spon'• AIDS EDUCATION
UCF in looking for 10 stu- sored by the UCF Institute of
dents interested in learning Government.
For more information, call
about AIDS.
Successful individuals will ·Phyllis Afoson at 275-2123.
become resource persons for
the Orange County School • UCF BIATHLON
System.
The Thfrd Annual UCF
Following a required AIDS Biathlon will be held Sept. 24.
workshop, students will spend This event includes a two-mil e
one day with an Orange run, eight-mile bike race, and
County high school Life Man- another two-mile run. All ages
agement teacher.
are invited to paricipate in the
This grant project is open to event and other race day activall students, all majors, in ites.
good standing.
For more information, call
Students · must be able to the Track Shack at 898-1313.
give up one day of classes in
•CREATIVE WRITING
mid- to late October.
The Rollins College DiviFor more information, call
Sharon Douglass at 275-2214. sion ofNon-Credit Programs is
offering a creative writing
workshop this fall. Connie
•DREAMS
What do dream symbols Riggs, a local free-lance writer
mean? This is the question will conduct this course. It will
most often asked by people include discussion about short
stories, feature articles, colinterested in their dreams.
Dr. Lint Hutchinson will umn, and memoir writing.The
examine dreams and how to course will run from Oct. 12 to
interpret their meanings in a Nov. 16 and costs $150.
•CAR SHOW

3

Prof gets engineering honor
intelligence and software engineering, which
are both options at the graduate level.
There is now an artificial intelligence lab at
UCF, with six AI machines, in a lease agreeA UCF professor was recently honored for ment with Symbolics, a Massachusetts-based
his 20-year dedication to his profession. ·
company.
Dr. Christian S. Bauer Jr., chairman of the
Bauer believes that high-technology will
computer engineering department, was chosen become increasingly important to the Central
as one of only 13 fellows in the Florida Engi- Florida area.
neering Society.
He believes that it is becoming a "high-tech
According to the August 1988 issue of the center," joining Massachusetts and California
Florida Engineering Society Journal, "Fellow in this status.
membership in the Florida Engineering Society
In 1970, there were no jobs for engineers in
is a distinction limited to the top professional the area with the exception of Martin Marietta,
engineers in the state."
but presently 200-300 companies are a short
Bauer is a graduate of the University of distance from the UCF area, he said.
Florida and came to UCF in 1970, after working
He quoted the UCF Career Placement Cenfor the Martin-Marietta Aerospace Corp. from ter as saying that "85 percent of engineering
majors would like to stay in the Central Florida
1968to1970.
This is not the first award or honor bestowed area."
Bauer believes that "the [Central Florida]
upon Bauer. He was given the UCF College of
Engineering Teaching Excellence Award in Research Park [next to UCF] is a wonderful
development," enabling students to stay in the
1980, 1981 and 1983.
In addition, he founded the computer engi- area after graduation.
Furthermore, of 200 engineering schools in
neering department in the College of Engineering in 1984 and has been chairman since.
the United States, UCF is 30th in enrollment,
Bauer has some specific goals for the engi- with 3500 students, said Bauer.
neering department. Although the department
Dr. Gary Whitehouse, dean of the College of
has about 400 students, he hopes to increase its Engineering, had nothing but praise for Dr.
Bauer. "He's had a long and creative career in
size and have a larger graduate program.
"We want to be on a one to one basis with the College of Engineering as a faculty member
graduate students," he said, explaining that and administrator. He's developed many innothe first doctoral students should start taking vative lab facilities, and has been extremely
classes from the department this year.
active in the FES for the benefit of UCF. "
Two areas of interest for Bauer in the computer engineering department are artificial
SEE BAUER PAGE 6
by Joelle Subourne

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

For registration information, call 646-2604.

tact the Financial Aid Office or
call Will Shaffner at 275-2827.

•

• WEC SCHOLARSHIP

REPUBLICANS

The UCF College Republicans will meet on 'Dhursday, in
HPBllO at 4 p.m. New menbers are welcome to attend.
• TALENT SEARCH

Walt Disney World talent
scouts wi11 be at the Central
Florida Fairgrounds Saturday, Sept. 24 at 9 a.m. to audition performers to appear in
jts 1988 Christmas program.
Those auditioning must be
at least 16-years old and
should bring proof of age and
social security verification.
Comfortable dress is suggested.
•

FOOTBALL SEND-OFF

The football team will leave
for its game against East Tennesee State on Friday at 11
a.m. They will be leaving for
the airport.
Students are invited to see
the team off in front of the
Wayne Densch Center.
•COMMUNITY BAZAAR

The Orlando Fashion
Square Mall will host its 14th
annual Community Bazaar
Saturday, Sept. 24 from 10
a.m. to 9 p.m.
Various charitable organizations will offer for sale
unique
handcrafted and
homemade items to raise
funds for their projects.
• MHA SCHOLARSHIP

Graduate students with
financial need and high academic achievements, who are
majoring in psychology, mental health counseling, school
psychology, family counseling
or may be eligible for a scholarship from the Mental Health
Association.
For more information, con-

The Woman's Executive
Council will award a scholarship to a full-time female student wjth a 3.2 GPA
The student must have
demonstrated an entrepreneeuurial spirit or be working
toward a professional degree.
The scholarship wjll pay for
tuition, fees and books. Dead1ine for application is Sept. 23.
For more information, call
Will Shaffner at 275-2827.

College.
The programs are afterschool on Mondays, Tuesdays
and T.hursd::tys in art, music
and theater. Call 646-2632 for
information or registration.
•SEMINAR

The Division of Non-credit
Programs at Rollins College is
presenting sesveral seminars
in business and professional
development. For brochures
on the several seminars, call
646-2604.
• BLACK TIE GALA

• ENGINEERINNG AWARD

The American Consulting
Engineers Council is awarding
a $5,000 scholarship to a
qualified engineering students
working towards a B.S. degree.
For more information, call
wm Shaffner at 275-2827.
• ECONOMICS CLUB

The UCF Economics Club
meeting will its first meeting
Thursday, Sept. 29 at2:30p.m.
in PH Room 448. Any student
is invited to attend and refreshments will be served.

New Directions, a young
professionals group of the
American Cancer Society, will
host the second annual Creative Black Tie gala on Saturday, Oct.15 at 7:30p.m. in the
lobby of the First FA Building
in downtown Orlando.
The price of each ticket includes live entertainment,
great food and a cash bar.
Advance tickets may be purchased through the American
Cancer Society office at 8438680.
•

ACEC SCHOLARSHIP

A scholarship from the
American Consulting Engi•AUDITIONS
neers Council is available for
The American Young Ac- any junior, senior or fifth year
tors' Theatre is holding auditions for the second show 1n its student enrolled in an accred1988-89 season. the Rodgers ited college engineering proand Hammerstein musical gram.
Preference is given to stuCinderella.
Auditions for the Christmas dents interested in a career in
version will be held Sunday, consulting engineering. The
Sept. 25 at 1 p.m. at the Chero- award is up to $5000.
kee School, 550 S. Eola Drive,
For more information conOrlando.
tact Lillian Funk, Scholarship
Manager, ACEC Research
and Management Foundation,
• CLASSES OFFERED
Special programs for chil- 1015 15th Street, NW, Suite
dren 4 to 6 years old are being 802, \VashingtonD.C., 20005.
offered by the division of non- The deadline for application is
credit programs at Rollins February 1989.

4, The Central Florida Future, September

ELEVATORS
FROM PAGE 1

tors have only been shut down
a few times.
Tori Vihlen and Shawn
Burke, two students living on
the fourth floor of Seminole
Hall, experienced one of these
shutdowns on Sept. 10.
"We were in there with
these two guys [when the
elevator] got [stuck] on the
third floor, and the door didn't
open," srud Vihlen.
"So we're just standing
there. We picked up the phone
and the phone didn't work.
There was no dial tone. Then
[the men] tried to open the
door, but they couldn't get it
opened."
After trying to open the
hatch on the ceiling, and fail-

22, 1988

ing, and pressing the alarm,
the two men were able to pull
the door open. All four passengers then "got out and went
down the strurs," srud Vihlen.
Mruntenance Superintendent James Clark said that
riders who find themselves
stuck in an elevator should
follow these recommendations:
1) Remain calm.
2)Try the telephone located
in the panel underneath the
floor buttons.
This will put riders in contact with the campus police
who will then notify mruntenance personnel to free them.
3)If the phone is inoperative, riders should use the
alarm button until they have
someone's attention. Have
them call for help using their
dorm phone.

Victoria Romero/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

ART IMITATES LIFE
Debbie Carbaugh.a freshman, takes notes on a piece titled 'Silvery Linguisticity Mixed Media
Paper Collapsion ' in the Art Gallery.

t

(407) 679-1838
Authentic Chinese Eatery

All You Can Eat
Lunch&DinnerBuffet

-------------,
10% OFF
with coupon

I
I

toward any purchase I
One coupon per visit
I
Dine-In or Take-Out
I

$3.99

Expires 9-30-88

L-------==---=---------------------

.J

P rice range from $2.25 to $5.25
Suncrest Village Shopping Center • 10169 University Blvd.
(At Dean Road)

852 LEE ROAD • 1/4

"WES

•

Orlando, Florida 32817

1-4

ITEMS WITH * CAN BE ORDERED TO GO
HOURS: SUN-THURS 5-10 P.M. FRI 7 SAT 5-11 P M .

WHAT WE DO BEST!
* Shrimp & Cheese Tortellini 9 95
* Shrimp Pasta 7.85 * Seafood Pasta 6.85
* Shrimp Scampi 7.95

• Great for reference
• Foreign language
• Communications
• Ed. .1cation
•Technical
•Music

TRAYS AND BASKETS
SERVED WITH PARSLEY POTATOES & A LITILE LETIUCE
,. Alaskan King Crab Legs & Claws - Market Price

*Alaskan Snow Crab 7.95
*Dungeness Crab Clusters 9.95
*Scallops, Deep Fried 5.85 *Fried Clam Strips 3.95
"'Broiled or Fried Grouper Medallions 4.95
*Soft Shell Crabs, Fried 5.95 *Fried.Shrimp 5.85
Broiled Scallops 7.95 - When in season

DRAFT BEERS & WINES

• Art

Coors Regular or Light 16 oz.. 95 60 oz. 3.50
Heineken 16 oz. 1.45 60 oz. 4.95

~f~~ttttit

INGLENOOK; CHABLIS, BURGENDY & SANGRIA
Glass .95, 1/2 Carafe 1.85, Carafe 3.50
WHITE ZINFANDEL & MONDAVI
Glass 1.95, 1 /2 Carafe 3.85, Carafe 7.50
NO CREDIT CARDS

In the University Shoppes
Next to McDonald 1 s
ftH:rn

12299 Un1vers1ty Blvd

Mon-Fri 8:30 - 6:30
Sat 10:00 - 5:00

~ffin~~~

ll~x11;;~;;;~;~~:111~•!;.~~=!!:J~

•
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ments," said Brist ol.
Me ch a nical Techn ology
FROM PAG E 1
Supervisor Ray Shedden sai d
that Drees would "go in and do
ings came to $181,380.
more than what was required
Beginning in May 1987, ofhim. He was always looking
Drees has worked at for additional things; he's exStromberg-Carlson for three tremely self-motivated."
terms under the co-op proAfter Drees completes his
gram.
bachelor's degree in industrial
This summer he worked in engineering, he plans to purthe company's mechanical · sue a master's degree in busitechnology department .
ness administration.
"His position was similar to
Eventualy, Drees would
that of an entry level engineer like to obtain a management
and entailed design work, position in technical industry.
documentation and interfac"The trend in companies is
ing with the manufacturing for managers to have a technidepartment and other depart- cal background in order to

DREES

•

•

•

Register to vote in the upcoming elections.
Every voice has the right to be heard.

PARKING
FROM PAGE 1

MOTEL

OVIEDO LODGE
Ethel & Bob Fayette
Managers

Downtown, close to everything
Special rates for guests at
weddings and other events
148 N. Central. Oviedo, Florido
365-5276

•

~

,

Two formats for appeals are available: the
appeal can be presented to the committee in
writing, or an oral presentation can be made in
per son before the full committee.
Hormuth said the committee r eceives twice
as many written appeals as oral on es. However,
oral a ppeals h ave in past semesters gathered a
high er success rate: eigh t out oflO oral appeals
are overruled, wh ereas five out of 10 written
appeals are ruled in the driver s behalf.

5

gain an understanding of the
production process," said
Drees.
St romberg-Carlson, which
is based in Lake Mary, is the
second largest employer in the
co-op program.
The company's human resources director, Joe Vaccaro,
said, ''The co-op program here
at Stromberg-Carlson is invaluable to both the students
and the company." ·
Many .participants return
as permanent employees after
they graduate, he ·said.
The Co-op Education Office
offers students several resources for job-hunting.

Those appearing in person, said Hormuth,
"seem to have a stronger case to begin with."
Committee sessions are held Thursday afternoons between 2 and 4 p.m. Hearing dates are
currently set for Sept. 29, Oct. 13 and Oct. 27.
Locations are pr ovided at the time the appeal is
filed.
Hormuth attributed the h eavy loa d of appeals to an increase in both students on campus
and fin es received by those students.
"No increase in the number of [par king]
spaces means more students fighting for the
SEE FINES PAGE 6

· UCF Parking Violations

,_-

.
~-

.

,

··

58°/o
Percentage, by violation, of the
1670 tickets issu ed between September 1 and September 13, 1988.
(9 wo rkin g days).
l'ER }; l'F:R>:

EXTRAORD/.\ ARY...
l/IJ; BOX ll ORKS!

Unregistered
Not In
vehicles assigned area

Blocking
traffic ·

SOU RCE : Central Florida Future research

Other

Undeslgnated
parking spot

Overtime
meters

Scott:CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Registration becomes nightmare
436 S. of University Dr. • 679-6066
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Foods For Better Living
(University Blvd. at Dean Rd., next to PubliA)

Mon. - Fri.: 10-7 • Sunday: 12-5

Oosed Saturdays
·~

c.."'

~fl;

~Cj

~

/>

~~

cf

657-4462
25% off

KAL and SOLGAR Vitamins
10% Off

TWIN LAB Amino Acids and Body Building
Supplements

Sandwich and Juice Bar

li[ii!ii~i!iJ

Body Building Nutrients • Amino Acids • Herbs
Meat Substitutes • Grain Breads • Legumes
Dried Fruits • Raw Nuts
Whole Grains

MAKE us YOUR .
HEALTH FOOD STORE...
•

New computer and telephone registration
systems -designed to help students get classes
more easily and eliminate long lines - have
turned into nightmares at some campuses in
recent weeks.
The worst foulups occured at the University
of Colorado, where thousands of students were
forced to wait in huge lines - some eight people
wide by almost a mile long- the register for fall
term.
In North Carolina, students at Appalachian
State University waited in long lines for up to
three hours to drop or add classes, but had few
problems getting the classes they wanted.
Drop/add lines at the University of Tennessee were reported to be shorter than in past
years, while the University of Arizona's phone
registration was deemed, although some
classes were overcrowded because of glitches in
the system.
"It was easy to figure out," said Arizona
student Steven Chan .
. Colorado students didn't think so. "I'm
numb," said student Shannon St. Aubin, who
waited more than six hours to add courses.
"I have no emotion right now. And no classes.
.And school starts tomorrow."
The university's system simply couldn't
accomodate the high volume of traffic on drop/
add day.

Problems with the computer's program
forced more students to drop or add classes than
expected, and students who attempted to drop
or add classes by telephone found CU1s phone
lines hopelessly jammed.
''It's a combination of things," said CU
spokeswoman Pauline Coker.
"Any time you try to install a new system
there will be bugs and glitches that have to be
worked out."
Although most students endured the long
lines stoically, campus police report several
frustrated students engaged in pushing and
shoving matches .. No arrests were made in the
incidents.
Trying to save the day, CU administrators
rushed volunteers into the crowd to explain a
last-minute alternative they'd concocted.
Volunteer Evan Cantor recalled expu.ining
it to one v1oman who replied, "So basically the
time we've spent in line isn't going to matter in
the end?"
"Probably not," Cantor said, ''but Elvis is
watching and he knows you're here. So 1: we
faith."
Campuses nationwide, however, are
committed to the new telephone registration
systems.
The day CU's system broke down and paralyzed the academic lives of20,000 students, the
University of Texas at El Paso announced it
would start a pilot telephone system next
spring.
''This is going to make it so much easier on
everyone," said UTEP Registrar Barbara Balz .

6, The Central Florida Future, September 22, 1988

BAUER
FROM PAGE3

"Basically [I'm] very proud
ofhim," .added Whitehouse.
The criteria for membership in the FES are quite stringent. According to the Journal, a prospective member
. must "be a professional engineer of recognized character
with distinguished engineering and scientific attainments
and must have practiced engineering for 20 years must have

FINES
FROM PAGE 5

number of spots," he said.
Hormuth gave the following
advice to satudents who may
appear before the appeals
committee: "Some students
have poor attitudes and all
they do is preach about parking on campus; they should
give the facts. Weare all aware
of a shortage of parking
spaces, and students will have

a conspicuous record of
achievement in professional
affairs.
"In addition, a Fellow's professional integrity must be
beyond question; his professional reputation must be
more than local in character,;
he must have consistently
worked for th~ professional as
well as the technical interest of
the engineering profession.''
Candidates must apply, and
can become a member if the
electing board unanimously
approves their application.
to bear with it.n
Many students bring in pictures of the parking situations
they were involved in, but the
most committed and interesting appeal Hormuth remembers was a student who reenacted his parking predicament, videotaped it and played
it before the committee.
The student won the appeal.
Jamie Carte of The Central
Florida Future staff contributed to this story.
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CHINESE RESTAURANT
The best authentic Chinese
Restaurant on the east side of town!
BIGGEST PORTIONS - LOWEST PRICES!!

featuring:
Cantonese, Mandarin, Szechuan & Hunan

lilfl$11•.• i •
MEAL PLAN NOW.AVAILABLE
Private Parties to Accomodate 35

.

reservations suggested

t

281-1864

N
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UCF
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11 786 East Colonial Drive
Alafaya Village • Orlando, Fl

M-F. 11 :00-10:00 • S & S: 11 :30-10:00 P.M.

How to stan out

JUST

SAY
NO
·TO

The American Express• Card gets an outstanding welcome
virtually an)Where you shop, whether it's for a leather jacket
or a leather-bound cl~ic. Whether you're bound for
a bookstore or a beach in Bermuda. So during college
and after, it's the perfect way to pay for just about
everything you'll want.

How to get the Card now.

DRUGS

College is the first sign of su~. And because we
believe in your potential, we've made it easier
to get the American Expr~ Card right now.
Whether you're a f~hman, senior or
grad student, look into our new automatic
approval offers. For details, pick up an
application Ot1 campus.
Or call 1-800-THE-CARD and ask for
a student application.

The American Express Car(i.
Don't Leave School Without It~
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Hours

7

(407) 657-7557

9-6

Mon.-Sat.
10% Discount
With Student ID

Appointments
Available

We Now Ca~ry lVIagazin.e s
To Fit All Tastes 8c Talents
•Antiques
•Artscribe
•Artin
America
•American
Theatre
•Audubon
•Architectural
Digest
•Design
South
•Sight&
Sound
•Photography
•Smithsonian

• Garden'i ng
•Creative
Needle
•Self Care
•Cricket
(Children's)
•Sky&
Telescope
•Environ
ment
•WJR

Travel&
Leisure

In the University Shoppes

Next to McDonald's

12299 University Blvd
Orlando, FL 32817
(407) 658-4612

•Reader's
Digest in
French
•Columbia
Journalism
Review
•Harvard BusinessReview
•National
Review
•Foreign
Affairs
•Governing
•Social Policy
•World Press

Mon-Fri 8:30 - 6:30
Sat 10:00 - 5:00

[Z]--

Profe,ssional 'Wi.ntlow 'Tur.ting
Corner Lake Howell

Specializing in Autos

& Howell Branch Rd.

DALE HAWKINS ·

Owner

Winter Park

.M & ~

Clop~ & !Bottomi, [/nc.

Ladies ·& Gents Sportswear
Bring in this ad and receive
$10. 00 off all jeans in stock
164 S Semoran Blvd.

Royal Oak Village

Orlando, FL 32807

•
•
•
•
•

(407) 380-6069

Open 11 AM everyday
Sandwiches, Homemade Chili & Pizza
Live Acoustic Music on Weekends
Finest Imported & Domestic Beer + Wine
Discount on Pitchers with Student I.D.

2 Miles west of Alafaya on left in Tower Place.
On H1 hwa 50

The CL~ST ...
will you pass?
Get help with

Getting Ready for the CLAST
Reading, Writing, Essay, Mathematics
This concise text Includes Instruction and sample tests created
using the latest state CLAST speclflcatfons. You'll discover where
you need help and you'll get the help you need.
~
Ask for It at your bookstore.

Peace Corps
On-Campus 1·n terviews

L

H&H Publishing Company, Inc.

SEPTEMBER 28, 1988
(Career Resource Center)

Your first job after graduation should offer you more than just a
paycheck. In science, education, agriculture, forestry, home
economics, industrial arts and other areas, Peace Corps volunteers
are putting their degrees to work where it's needed most while gaining
the experience of a lifetime:
. • Currently 34 graduate schools across the country reserve
scholarships and assistantships specifically for former
Peace Corps members. Many graduate schools offer
academic credit for Peace Corps service.
• Quality work experience recognized by employers.
• Non-competitive eligibility for U.S. Government jobs.
• Language skills.
• Postponement of educational loans.
• $5,400 completion-of-service allowance.
• Opportunity to travel and to experience new cultures.
• And much more. Contact your Placement Office for an
interview appointment today.

PEACE CORPS
MIAMI RECRUITING AREA OFFICE
330 BISCAYNE BLVD.
Room 420
Miami, FL 3 313 2

Stimulate your child's
Creativity
with an assortment of
Art & Craft Supplies
Includes 75 items Plus
instructions for 7
Specific Projects
Every package different
Requires Minimal
Supervision
Send Age of Child
Plus
$6.85 + $1.75 S&H
TO:
CREATIVITY CRAFTS
PO Box 10714 Dept. A
Daytona Beach, FL 32020

. .
.
. .
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StUdent support
helps .Knights'
winning ways
As one UCF fan wildly exclaimed while bouncingup and down in his seat, ''This is the best thing that
has ever happened to me!"
Truly, over 31,000 people literally helping the
Knights beat Troy State on Saturday night had to
rank highly among the most exciting things that has
ever happened to this university. Granted, we all are
pretty upset about our current ranking, but as far as
Saturday night is concerned, we couldn't ask for
more.
As those who attended can attest, the presence of
the crowd was overpowering. The fans seemed to feed
off the team and the team in tum devoured the fans'
energy.
The importance of faithful footbal1 game attendance can be summed up with this one night. It
seemed like every time the Knights would score,
about 1,000 more fans would mysteriously materialize in the stands. Unquestionably, the more screaming people there wer e, th e better the team played.
The direct re sults wer e beautiful. After the second
h alf, UCFfans tu rned the game around by in timidating Troy State's offense. Is that quar ter back a wimp
or what? What would he have done if he were playing
FSU or UF? If the Trojans ever play a major Division
I team, I wish him luck trying to quiet over 100,000
fans.
It seemed to be a chain reaction. Once the offense
was down, the Knights' defense wasted no time in
turning the game around. From there, the next link
came from UCF's offense, as the passing game
seemed like structured poetry.
Notonlydidthefansmakethegameinterestingon
the field, but student reaction also aroused the nonstuden t fans.
This university has long been plugged as
Orlando's "home team," and from the reaction of area
residents at the game, we are well on our way if not
already there. Non-student fans were spotted
screaming, pounding and slapping th e h ands of every
UCF student they could find.
Getting behind your team is one th ing, b ut h aving
enough enth usiasm to mak e a difference is something en tirely different. Modem society, be it good or
bad, places great emphasis on football. With this in
mind, wh en our team is making su ch a big splash , it
can only help in other r espects.
Emphasis on college football often comes into play
when searchingfor ajob and it always h elps when the
football team makes university name recognition
soar.
The quest for No. 1 is by no means over, but it is
apparent that a superior football team needs the help
of superior fans. Last Saturday's victory was a victory
for every UCF fan in attendance. The homefield
advantage translates into over 31,000 fans against
one top-ranked football team.The feeling is incredible and needs to be shared by every UCF student.
Whether we are No. 1 or No. 2 in the rankings, UCF
and the Orlando area came out on top and proved that
full backing can make a difference.

~~The Central Florida Future

SG should look at rea·1 concerns
UCF's Student Government sent me, along with
other "selected" students, a multi-page questionnaire this summer that took the existence ofSG as a
given and polled the pollee toward the direction in
which SG wanted to go.
·
·
In other words, it wasn't a poll. It was a psychological questionnaire carefully planned to make SG
continue to believe it has a reason to exist.
Which it doesn't.
What the "poll" failed to do was to give trose polled
an opportunity to suggest different ways for SG to
spend its more than $1 million ofrevenue or, indeed,
to even question SG's right to exist at all.
The fact is that if SG ceased to exist, it would make
no difference in my life. Nada. I, like many thousands of UCF students, live an hour's drive from
campus. Half ofUCF's students are over 27 and t his
suggests that these almost 10,000 ind ividuals ma y
h ave other concerns tha n voting for unknown na mes
to "represent" th em in creating activities we working
people will never attend, and paying for speakers
that will not b e h eard and specious services that will
never be u sed.
I'm not saying that government is not n ecessary.
It is. No question. Without it, I'd not wear my seat
belt (which I do not), I'd smoke in unauthorized
places (which I do) and I'd ease through stop signs
(which I do).
I use these examples to demonstrate to what point
we've arrived, i.e. we have become solely reliant upon
"them," i.e. government, to protect us, nurture us
and guide us; to provide us with food (food stamps),
medical care (Medicare), housing (FHNVA), and
now the air and water (Environmental Protection
Agency) we breathe and drink.
In more than two years SG has given me NOTH-

ING. Once this past spring, I called t he typing lab and
was told a typewriter was available. I walked across
campus and found every one in use, no one able to tell
me when one would open up, and a quarter of the
mach ines broken down. Neither myself nor any
graduate student I know has an interest in musical
groups named after military ordnance or sexual perversions. Maybe if SG became cognizant that jazz,
bebop, pop, soul , country and classical music existed
I wouldn't feel so put out.
SG is empire building, pure and simple. SG is
intent on providing more "services" that nobody really wants and adding more "revenue" that nobody
really wan ts to pay, therefore providing more substance to nothing.
,.
Enough elaboration. My suggestion is that SG
dissolve itself. Disappear. Drop out. Give the money
back. Leave. Become nonexistent. Let my people go.
Return to sender. Buy a stamp saying "Occupant has
moved leaving no forwarding address" and use it.
Vacate offices, smell the flowers, attend classes.
I do dream, don't I? As if any government, onee
established, dug in, and engorging the money of the
governed, COULD dissolve.
So, SG, at the least expand your concerns to those
of us who have other interests. And if you want to
know what those interests are, when you send out
your next questionnaire, don't ask so many questions,
but leave a lot of space for suggestions.

P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
Busincas Office (407) 275 -2601, News Office (407) 275-2865
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In answer to Bill Newhouse's
recent letter in The Central Florida Future as to why the student
body of UCF would and indeed
should support Republican candidates for national office, I offer
these points.
First of all, Mr. Newhouse apparently fails to realize that Pell
Grants, student loans and simila:r
government funds are but a small
portion of the money available to
prospective college students.
Thousands of dollars worth of
scholarship money goes unclaimed each year, in part because
many students find it much easier
to apply for some government supported financial aid than to seek

out scholarship funds for which
they qualify.
Mr. Newhouse also fails to
mention an issue important to
many college students, and that is
national security. Do we, as draftage citizens, really want a president who has not supported any of
the recent major weapons systems?
Let us not forget that it was, in
part, President Reagan's strengthening of the United States' military that brought the Soviets to the
negotiating table.
Another important issue, not
only to students at UCF, but to all
Americans, is the economy. Under
President Reagan's Republican
leadership, the U.S. economy recently reached full employment,

18 million new jobs have been created (over half of which pay more
than $20,000 per year), the population living below the poverty
line decreased by almost 3 million
between 1982 and 1986, and tbe
deficit as a percentage of GNP
decreased from 6.3 [percent] in
1983 to 3.4 in 1987.
Why would the student body-of
UCF support the Bush-Quayle
ticket? Perhaps it is because they
are not simply concerned with the
current financial aid situation.
Most educated people are concerned with the future as well.
Many also remember the pa ·t;
i.e., the Carter years.

Tim Dobbins
Political Sciertce

..
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CAMPUS LITE

How the
pollsters rank
division II
football
teams ...
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Classified

Learn Tae Kwon Doi Evening beginning
classes forming. Practice Self-Defense, sport,
~rt, fun. UCF MOK 648-1866.

Delta Tau Delta
Get hyped about Anchor Splash games on
Saturday from 10-4. Awards at 8. Mr. Anchor
Splash is tonight from 7-9 at the Wild Pizza.
Chapter meeting Sunday at 7pm.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Yes, Anchor Splash continues on, but Friday
attitude adjustment returns to the house at
4:00. Let's all show up and have a great time.
Also, happy birthday to Sharon Sammaro.
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Anchor Splash is herel
Congrats to our new national brothers!
Go Knights !
Phi Delta Theta
Hey DG'sl q>t.e is getting stoked for Anchor
Splash! Thanks for ail your help, Theresa!
PhiDelts remind everyone to support safe sex
and wrap that rascal!!

Baptist Campus Ministry
Calling all BCMer's! This Sunday is the Care
Bear f-air at 1:30. Don't miss out on this great
time of fun and fellowship. for more information call Hal at ext. 2468.

D&O group seeks additional players.
Characters from other campaigns
may transfer In at levels 2-5.
Inexperienced players also welcome.
( Role playing, problem-solving Is
emphasized.)
Contact Dr. Deane at x5152.

Chancellors Row
Available September 1988
Spacious 2bd/2bth condominium. Washer/
dryer hook-up, ceiling fans, pool, tennis courts
and off street parking.
Extra Storage Area.
Close to UCF, Westing House and Martin.
Monthly rent $525. Call 851-9441.

A social organization for the lesbian and gay
students of UCF meets Thursday evenings at
7:30. For more info call The Center 894-7097.

Mature, responsible adult ro share 4 bedroom
(POOL) home w/2 others, 12 min. from UCF.
Very large & well kept, fully furnished- $200 +
113 util. 699-0224, Jett or Hal or message.

Duplex, 2bdr/2bth, full kitchen, ceiling fans,
$480/mo. Greg 282-5753.

Sofa bed, double size, brown. Excellent condition. 658-1011, 898-3172. $75.00.
Hand raised cockatiels with cage. 55 gallon
fish tank with fish. Call for more Information.
273-6885.
Computer Diskettes on Salel 5 118 In. DSDD10 for $5. 3 1/2 In. DSDD-5 for $7.50. Name
brands! While they last. Near UCF. Call 2828213.

Townhouse on Alafaya Tr. 2bdrm/ 2.5 bath.
$425. Call Denis 423-1627.

COMMUNICATE WITH CONFIDENCE I
Learn the formula for success ! Come to
TOASTMASTERS and see how. Weekly
meetings- Thurs, Sam, ED 238. For more info
call 275-4241.

Needed someone to lake over lease for a
spacious two bedroom apartment. Only $300
per month. It's located actoss from UCF.
Contact Rhonda at 380-9872 or 425-6273
(work). Needed immediately.

ENTREPRENEURS
Hot opportunity - new to this area.
Earn $10,000 per month I
Cail (407)236-0195
For 24 hour recorded message.
Part-time help wanted, mostly weekends,
some weeknights. Large office moves. No
heavy lifting. We will train. Good pay.
Contact Professional Movers, Inc. 859-f334.

671-3007
Excellent word processing - 366-0538.
Reasonable and fast ty;:h1g service. Call ·
Nancy at 679-4006, rul>;l jobs.
Resumes and cover letters.
Designed/ revised/ typed- 657-0079.
Pro typing $1/pg Debbie 695-6146.
Typing, Word Processing 275-6210.

Wanted: Campus rep. for Wayne Densch.
Prefer marketing major with promotional exp.
Excellent career opportunity. Approx. 15 hrs.
a week . Contact Sc..r. .:... Murwin, 851-7100.

PC Sotware as low as $2.99. 1000 IBM PC
Compatible Programs. Latest Versions-Popular titles. Free catalog. Near UCF. Call 2828213.

Finance wror wanted call 679-8996.
Statistics tutor wanted call 679-8996.
Tutor needed for cost accounting. Please call
Donna at 876-6304-pm.

Room for rent in Chuluota $120/mth. Call
before 2:30pm-365-5796.

Phi Theta Kappa Alumni meeting will be held
Sunday, September 25, at 7:00pm in Education 142.

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick, professional service. Free revisions.
UCF's oldest typing firm. Same day and
weekend service. VISA & MASTERCARD.
Over 18,300 satisfied students and
4
~rouches.

Neon beer lights for sale, all varieties. For
more Information call Ed at 644-3810.
Two Roommates needed.
Nice house on Park AV., Winter Park, $250
and 113 utilities. Call Murat@281-5211 days
and 647-3112 evenings.

Law office requires general office and runner
assistance including clerical and receptionist.
20 hours weekly minimum. Downtown
Orlando. Call Mrs. Layton at 422-8600.

-

RESEARCH PAPERS. 15,278 AVAILABLE!
Catalog $2 .00. Research, 11322 Idaho,
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll-free
(800)351-0222, Ext. 33. VISA/MC or COD.
82 Toyota Cehca GT. Immaculate, AC, tinted
windows, sun roof, cruise control, louvers, tan
clolh intE!fior Must seel Loaded! $4100 obo.
Call 380-3962 Ann or Milan.

Do you need help with your housework? Then
"At Your Service" can help youl "At Your
Sel'Vlce• performs all normal deaning funcuons. Call 629-4141 .

To the sexy blond on the library 4th floor- I
think you look exquisitely beautiful!
An
Admirer

4315 N.O.B. Trail.• Orlando, ·Florida 32804
Presents

All Ages Night
Every Thursday & Sunday at 8:00pm
Featuring

Free Pepsi Products All Night
,'a.

.....

''Pay once at the door
and pay no more!''
Featuring the best in Dance and Progressive Music

•

•
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Trojans' crowd complaints
deserve no considerations
for the whole state of Michigan" - in unison.
At UCF, the fans are at
their rowdiest getting out of
the parki~g lot to go home.
The Citrus Bowl did resoWld with enthusiasm.
The sorry referees even
Were UCF fans out of penalized UCF a time-out
control?
for the decibel level.
That's what Troy (Ala.)
And Troy State wants to
State's coach, Robert Mad- upgrade to Division I?
dox, claimed. You've got to
Miami demonstrated
be kidding, coach.
that it's Division-I material
Sure the 31,000-plus when it pulled a rabbit-outspectators at the Florida of-the-hat comeback victory
Citrus Bowl-Orlando made in front of 101,000 rabid
some noise. Sure they con- Wolverines.
It's obvious Troy State
sumed 100 kegs of beer.
But were they out of con- doesn't have the maturity in
trol? UCF had just beaten its program to upgrade.
It was also clear the refetheNo. 1 team in its division
and the fans peacefully filed rees weren't Division-I caliout of the stands.
ber, either. For refs to be
Florida State's mascot fooled into renewing a deslams down his spear in de- pleted 25-second clock on a
fiance. Oklahoma's schoo- bogus noise complaint was
ner taunts with each turn of bush league.
its wagon wheel. (It was
What was obvious is that
once flagged for a delay of UC F's program has arrived.
game penalty.)
A gutsy second-half comePenn State's lion coWlts back by the team was comthe visiting team's defense plemented by the crowd's ininadequacies by performing timidation of the Trojans.
The contrast in quality
push-ups for each Nittany
score. At the Air Force Acad- between the programs of
emy, an en tire squadron of UCF and Troy State is a
cadets get similar exercise. credit to UCF's administraOhio State's 89,000 tion, coaching staff and,
crammed-in
fanatics ever increasingly, its fans.
All 31,789 of them.
scream: "I don't give a damn

11

Lady Knights (4·3) beat Bethune-Cookman
by Bill Foxworthy
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The OCF volleyball team defeated Bethune-Cookman College Monday at the UCF gym,
15-0, 15-8, 15-3.
The Lady Knights upped
their record to 4-3 with the
victory, while struggling B-CC
looked unorganized during
much of the hour-long match.
The game marked the return of middle blocker Karyn
McFarlane, who missed the
season's first six matches
while preparing for a medical
school entrance exam.
Coming off the weekend's
fifth-place fini~h in the Florida
Eight Volleyball T·o umament,
the Lady Knights will play
Morehead (Ky.) State on Friday.
The team will continue the
weekend's schedule by play-

PREVIEW
FROM PAGE 12

were 5-6 last year. However,
one of the victories was a 29-14
upset over Division I-A North
Carolina State. ETSU is off to
a 2-1 start this season but is
coming off a 33-23 loss to
Western Carolina in a nationally-televised game on ESPN.
"We are trying to eliminate
mental and physical errors,"
said Riley, who is in his first

ing at the Stetson (University)
Invitational Tournament,
where, besides facing Stetson
and other teams, the players
will also square off against
Jacksonville University.
It was Jacksonville which
defeated UCF in the first
round of the Florida Eight
Tournament and the UCF
squad is anxious to play the
Lady Dolphins again.
"I'm looking forward to the
game," said Coach Dee Dee
McClemmon. "And so are the
players."
While McClemmon is
pleased with all the players'
performances, she singled out
freshman Shannon Pack, a 6foot middle blocker, who
turned in 15 kills in a match
against the University of
South Florida Sept. 14.
Also recognized was returning starter Marena Potts.
McClemmon called Potts, a

senior outside hitter/middle
blocker, "an all-around player
and leader." Potts was right
behind Pack with 14 kills in
· the same match with USF.
"I have great confidence in
the team," said McClemmon.
"With so many freshmen
playing, some coaches would
say I'm very optimistic, but our
players are very talented."
Evidence of the Lady
Knights' talent surfaced with
the announcement that
McFarlane and Potts had
been named to the All-Conference team.
UCF, the defending New
South Women's Athletic Conference champions, will be
looking to send the Lady Dolphins to the consolation
matches when Saturday's
rematch arrives.
"JU has a good team," said
McClemmon. "I respect them a
bunch."

season at the helm after 12
seasons as an assistant at
UCLA.
"We are very pleased to
have won our first two games
since we are adjusting to anew
staff and philosophy."
ETSU employs a two-quarterback system. Randy
Meredith is 20-37 passing for
225 yards while Mark Williams is 23-39 for 323 yards.
Albert Burt (29 carries, 248
yards) and George Searcy (40
carries, 205 yards) are the top

rushers.
The Buccaneers top receivers are Cedric Solomon (10
catches, 148 yards) and Dale
Middleton (9 catches, 170
yards).
The ETSU defense is anchored by Albert English and
Alger Williams with 29 and 28
tackles, respectively.
Comerback Rick Harris has
intercepted four passes for
East Tennessee State, a team
that has allowed 50 points
this season.

College Democrat • College R publican
Political Science I PreLaw Union

& Student Government
present

Attention All Students

OTER
REGISTRATION
FESTIVAL
Music & .Politics
on the Green

BSU Elections
will be held

September 27 & 28
Sam to 4pm
in front of the Student

September 29, 1988
Local bands to play all day
1Oarn to 4 pm

Celebrating 20 Years of Service

1968-88
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New playing surface, Bucs await No. 2 UCF
by Chris Brady
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Things don't get any easier
forUCF.
It would be great if the
Knights, fresh off their biggest
win in history, could take it
easy this weekend. Instead,
they will have to rise to a
higher level Saturday when
they travel to East Tennessee
State University for a 1 p.m.
contest with the Buccaneers.
"They are a very solid Division I-AA team that we have to
play on the road," said Coach
Gene McDowell. "They should
be undefeated but they lost to
Western Carolina last week."
The game will have several
aspects which the Knights wil1
have to adjust to, including
their first road game of the
season. UCF lost both road
games it played last year and
has a 7-24 road record in its 9year hi story.
McDowell felt it is more the
opponent than the location.
"You don't lose because
you=re away from home, but
because you play better
teams," aid M~Dowell, who e

UCF teams are 1-7 on the road.
Division II Poll
"We lost last year to two exceptionally good Division 1-AA
teams but we played well."
ETSU's home field, Gentry
Field, will also add a twist. The
stadium is indoors and the
playing surface is artificial
turf, a feature few UCF players have experienced. Both
coaches felt the artificial grass
will help UCF.
"Artificial turf usually
magnifies speed," said
McDowell. "So it should help
us as we have real good team
speed."
Troy State 26-18 before a UCF
"Their overall team speed record crowd of 31, 789
may be the best we play," said frenzied fans in the Florida
ETSU coach Don Riley. "And Citrus Bowl-Orlando on Satthat scares me because they urday. After the emotional
look so fast on grass, what will victory, a letdown may have
been anticipated. However,
they look like on our turf?"
Artificial fields are also the latest Division II poll took
harder than grass, making care of that.
tackles a little more painful.
Rather than being No. 1,
The indoor stadium could UCF was edged out by North
also cause problems similar to Dakota State and settled for
Troy State's last week.
the No. 2 spot. Now the team
"Being closed in will in- has something to prove.
crease the noise," said defenLooking past ETSU would
sive lineman Steve Spears. "It be a mistake. The Buccaneers
could be what happened Saturday but in reverse."
SEE PREVIEW PAGE 11
UCF defeated top-ranked

Players, coaches miffed about ranking snub
No. 1 after beating Piggly Wiggly State.
I don't know who they beat Saturday
but it sure wasn't Troy State."
After knocking off the king of the
hill, the players felt they should take
the top reins but ended up one step
short.
"We are disappointed after knocking
by Chris Brady
off the defending champions and endASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
ing their 15[actually14] game winning
streak and not getting No. 1," said defensive Uneman Steve Spears. "But we
A holiday-type atmosphere surjust have to keep playing football and
rounded UCF's Monday afternoon
winning."
practice. Then again, Monday was
"You don't know how upsetting this
going to be a historical moment in UCF
is," said receiver Arnell Spencer. "We
football history.
still don't have any respect so we will
The mood was festive and anticipahave to prove ourselves the whole seatory. After practice, the players, laughson."
ing and joking, gathered around Coach
McDowell's reaction was mixed. He
Gene McDowell to await the news, a
expected a first place tie but instead
formality to what they already knew.
came up one point shy.
In minutes, UCF would officially be
"I'm not really disappointed but I
the No. 1 team in Division II.
know the players are," said McDowell.
The Knights unofficially took care of
"I have mixed emotions since it will
that by defeating No. 1 ranked Troy
make us play better and a No. 2 rankState, 26-18 Saturday before 31,789
ing will not motivate our opponents as
fans.
much.
Or so it appeared.
Bill FoJCWorthy/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
"But it does show a flaw in the sysWith reporters and cameramen poQuarterback Shane Willis drops back to pass during the UCF-TSU game
tem."
sitioned to capture the joyful reaction
last Saturday at Florida Citrus Bowl-Orlando.
The willingness to work harder was
to the long-awaited news, McDowell
evident by the players' determined
made the announcement.
glances while doing their post-practice
However, it was not what the
running.
Knights had expected.
"We beat the top team and they are No. 1 after beating
"It will keep us off our high horse and
"I know you are going to be disapPiggly Wiggly State. I don't know who they beat Saturfrom getting big heads," said Willis.
pointed," McDowell told the team. "But
"It will definitely make us work
the poll has North Dakota State No. 1
day but it sure wasn't Troy State."
harder," said Spears. "But the po11 does
with 39 points and we are second with
-Quarterback
not matter and it is nothing we can't
38."
Shane Willis
come back from."
Smiles turned to stares of disbelief.
While the frustration runs deep in
Disappointment and determination
the players, more important matters
appeared in their eyes.
await.
Somehow, someway, the impossible
Shane Willis. "I don't understand how
Primarily, the East Tennessee State
- had happened. Their dream had been have to make it Saturday."
The players had difficulty hiding North Dakota State can jump ahead of game and the remainder of the season.
taken - at least for the moment.
us from No. 6 to No. 2 by beating the
"We are upset but it does not matter
McDowell left his team with a chal- their disappointment and anger.
Without a doubt, the Knights knew No. 4 team two weeks ago and then we right now," said Spencer. "We want to
lenge. A challenge .each player seemed
which team should have been ranked can't go from No. 3 to No. 1 after be there [No.1] after the championship
determined and ready to meet.
beating the No. 1 team.
game and we are going to pull together
"Evidently, we have not proven our No. 1 by the poll.
"We beat the top team and they are and do it as a team."
"I was shocked," said quarterback
point yet," said McDowell. "We will

UCF questions poll
as N. Dakota State
acquires top spot
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Red's offers red-hot barbecue
by Suzannah Terry

~· OR DOWN HOME, I mean doo-

'

WI

I

4

oown home barbecue, Red's

Bar-B-Q, at2516W. Washington St.
in Orlando might just be the tastiest
place in town.
Owned by Bernice "Red" Birden
and her family, Red's has been a
popular part of the downtown
lunchtime rush hour for the past
seven years.
At lunchtime a hungry mass rolls
in to eat Red's homemade barbecue
and lunch specials. And for a good
reason.
Even as you approach the restaurant the mouth-watering aroma of
Red's home cooked barbecue will
tempt you to order far more than

your stomach can hold. It happens to
me every time.
The dining room is small (even
though it's been expanded and newly
remodeled) and quaint, which is
refreshing in a city that has so many
"cute little" (sterile) theme park restaurants.
And since it is small, it's usually
packed. Sa try to avoid the lunch
rush hour unless you want to wait.
Not that the wait isn't worth it. It's
just that the smell of the food is so
tantalizing. it heightens your hunger
pangs.
Red's lunch specials include barbecue beef, chicken and pork platters, and sandwich platters with fries
and beans (very tasty), all under $4

SEE BAR-B-Q PAGE 2

Cafe N oir has rich atmosphere
by Kris Feliciano

~Ats WE STOOD in the hallway, we
could hear the smack o{ billiard balls ricocheting against each
other.
Vietnamese pop music floated out
of the partially opened doors, and
drifted into the Cafe Noir restaurant.
Upon entering the Cafe Noir, we
savr a 1970s wallpaper mural of a
sp .i.ng garden, which accented the
restaurant's wooden tables and latticework.
The red, green, purple, yellow and
blue track lights gave everything a
lovely, multicolored glow. And the
popcorn ceiling glistened with a faux
galaxy look.

I'-"
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We were standing in the Cafe Noir
located at 1227 N. Mills Avenue, in
the middle of downtown Orlando.
We were quite surprised to see
that there were no menus at the
Cafe; instead, there was just a small
neon chalkboard listing several of
the entrees and beverages available
that day.
If you read Vietnamese, then you
will find this to be most sufficient.
However. as our Vietnamese was
not quite up to par, werelied on the
helpful waiter, who willingly enlightened us to the restaurant's
culinary delights.
Cafe Noir's asian specialties include a large pork chop with rice. in
addition to rice noodle soup.

SEE CAFE PAGE 2

•
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BAR-B-Q FROM PAGE!
per plate. Ribs cost about
$4.75.
Unlike other barbecue restaurants I've tried in the
past, Red's uses meat that
actually has more meat than
fat. And Red's barbecue
sauces are delicious. Be
forewarned of the hot sauce.
It is hot.

order homemade - collard
greens (an old Southern
staple for all you Northerners) and corn bread -while it
lasts.
You can also try Red's
fresh potato pies and cole
slaw.
Since remodeling, Red's
Bar-B-Q is open from 6 a.m.
for breakfast until 9 p.m.,
Monday through Thursday.

On Friday it's open from 6
a.m. until 12 p.m., and 6
a.m. until 11 p.m. on Saturday. Jordan's Grove, it's not.
And it probably wouldn't win
an award for o!Tering the
most elegant dining experience. But for barbecue and
down home cooking, I'd give
the blue ribbon to Red's BarB-Q.

Barbecue isn't the only
specialty at Red's. On Fridays and Saturdays you can

CAFE FROM PAGE 1
One may find
eating
in the Cafe Noir to be an interesting experience.
Some people may not be
overly excited to try the exotic Vietnamese food. but
while dining at the Cafe Noir,
one is also overcome with a
sense of familiarity.
As in any· family reunion,
or other popular dining
place, there were throngs
of people crowded around,
the tables, eating heartily,
leaning earnestly towards
each other in conversation
and laughing out loud at
someone's wiHicism.
Everyone at Cafe Noir
seemed to be having a good
time.
A child of about 7 years
old, left her dinner untouched, in order to walk
about Cafe Noir through the
tables to visit the adjoining
pool room.
Unlike many large franchiSes, in the Orlando area
the Cafe Noir is a different
kind of restaurant.
Although the Cafe Noir.
has a limited amount of food
selection, the restaurant is
complete with a casual and
slmple atmosphere and dim
lighting that lends itself to
long conversations over food
and drinks.
After eating the moderately priced food, which is
both tasty and hearty, one
can walk across the hall to
the billlards room and enjoy
a few games at $4 an hour
per table, which is quite a
very competitive price if you
have three or more people.
As for the future, the Cafe
Nair hopes to continue
to host local artists and
musicians on an informal
monthly basis. One may
dine at the Cafe anytime
bet ween the hours of
9 a.m. and 1-12 a.m..
seven days a week
Affordable, atmospheric
and unwittingly hip, the Vietnamese Cafe Noir with its
unusual food may well be
Orlando's alternative restaurant of choice.

China Chef brings UCF area fine food
by Tricia Martin
y~AKE A BREAK this fall
~I from
hamburger,

pizza and fried chicken. Instead, try a quaint little restaurant which serves excellent Chinese cuisine.
China Chef, located in
Winter Park at 4042 N. Goldenrod Rd. (on the corner of
Goldenrod and University
Boulevard) is indeed an asset
to Central Florida dining.
China Chef is owned and
operated by a husband and
wife team, Kin and Anne

Tsoi. The couple decided lo chef, oversees the preparaT h e
open the restaurant in Janu- tion of the food.
restaurant ls small but very
ary 1984.
Anne Tsoi said that they nicely decorated with stylish
picked the UCF area because ceiling fans, oriental rugs
"we ;knew that the university and pictures of Chinese cuiarea would continue to ex- sine. Live plants are a pleasant addition.
pand rapidly."
The restaurant also proTrue to their expectations,
since the opening of China vides a separate smoking
Chef many apartments, area.
The dining room is lit only
housing complexes, shopping centers and business by the ceiling lamps, which
give the restaurant more of a
suites have opened up.
Anne
Tsol is
the secluded feeling. It is an
restaurant's hostess and ideal place for a quiet evening
cashier. Kin Tsoi, as head for two.

China Chef can be classllied as a "real" Chinese
restaurant for a couple of
reasons.
Firstly, China Chef employs real Oriental cooks.
Secondly, China Chef offers a variety of foods at reasonable prices. For dinner,
one can expect to pay as low
as $5. 25 for a fully satisfying
meal.
For lunch, one can spend
as little as $2.50.
The most original dish,

SEE ClllNA PAGE 5

Buckets offers seafood in a posh setting
by Kristen Sweet

VI
l'ltAt

food with an
emphasis on shell-fish is your
object and high prices are not relevant
to you, then you will probably enjoy
eating at Buckets Bar and Grill located
at 1825 North Mills Ave.
There are two Buckets, one on Mills
and the other on Lee Road. The location
on Mills where I dined is just across the
F GOOD AMERICAN

Once .inside the small but spacious
street from Lock Haven Park, haphazardly stuck next to a motel. But never- interior, you notice the stratified wooden
theless, the Buckets building is very ceilings, the breezy white walls, large
windows and the comfortable atmoseye-catching.
Indeed, it is a bright lime color remi- phere, which altogether resembles a
niscent of Miami Vice!s art deco, which luxurious nautical cabin.
Why? Because the inside is very
not surprisingly appears much better
at night then during the day. Once you clean, white and well lit, showing off the
climb up the wooden ramp, you run lake it borders on. In fact, the motto for
into outdoor tables at which diners can
SEE EAT PAGE 5
feast.

Calendar
•Man of La Mancha
Man of La Mancha is the
seasoner-opener for The
Mark 1\vo Dinner Theatre,
3376 Edgewater Drive.
Starring Tom McKinney
as Don Quixote and Colleen Ashton as Aldonza,
the show will run through
Oct. 16.
For tickets and information call (407) THEMARK.

• Pioneer Days Folk
The 15th Annual Pioneer
Days Folk Festival will be
held at the Pine Castle
Center of the Arts on Oct.
22 and23. Atleast 10,000
people are expected to join
in the festivities.
Pine Castle will be accepting applications until
Sept. 30 for craftspeople,
artists. musicians and
food vendors interested in
being a part of preserving
Florida's unique folk heritage.
For more information,
call the center at (407)
855-7461.

•

• Library Exhibit

A collection of black
and white paintings by
Paul Martin Lester, an assistant professor in UCF's
School of Communication.
will be on exhibit in the
Library until Nov. L
Lester. who teaches visual communication and
photojournalism courses.
used to be a staff photographer for the New
Orleans Times-Picayune
newspaper and based the
paintings on his own photographs.
•Recital
Two of the area's bestknown musical artists,
Sabina Micarelli and Gary
Wolf, will present their
17th annual joint recital
on Oct. 2 in conjunction
with the 25th anniversary
of the University of Central
Florida.
Violinist Micarelli and
pianist Wolf will perform
sonatas
by
Bach,
Beethoven, Faure and
Samuel Adler.
The program, part of "A
Festival of Music in a Festive Year"will take place at
the Music Rehearsal Hall.
A $3 donation at the
door for the UCF music
scholarship fund is requested.

•

•

•

•
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Paris and E.T. Popstar bring rock opera to 0-town
by Matt JOefer
Are you ready for a change of pace
from a night at the movies or local
pub? If you liked Tommy, The Wall,
or The Rocky Horror Picture Show,
don't miss La Belle Aurore presented
by internationally known Paris and
E.T. Popstar at Valentyne's, Monday.
Sept. 26, at 9 and 11 p.m.
This production will have fantastic
music, including seven synthesizers,
a drum set and drum machine, electric guitars, and wild costumes. singing and dancing. The audience is
encouraged to dress up in any futuristic rock costumes or just plain
clothes and they are also encouraged
to sing along with the earthy songs.
Paris and E.T. Popstar, founded by
Robert Callender, has a ton of talent
including former singers, dancers on
Broadway, actors and musicians. All
of its members have extensive backgrounds in music and theatre. .
Robert Callender has had three
solo LPs released internationally and
until recently, his group had been
based in Paris. The group picked
Orlando as its stateside base because of its increasing popularity in
film and theater as well as drawing
musical talent to the area.
Muti-talented Lumini Callender
has worked with Robert in numerous
productions as choreographer.
singer, dancer, and actress. She
says, "This is by far the best thing we
have ever done. We encourage UCF
students to come out and be a part of
this fantastic celebration of life. It
. will be like Halloween. The Fourth of
July and New Year's Eve all in on
celebration. It appeals to a wide:!

(

Tracey Langran has performed in
range of people because of ils energy
and music ranging from ballads to productions of A Chorus Line. West
Side Story, The Miracle Worker and
funky rock."
Eleven-year-old Aoja Callender. The Sound Of Music.. She has also
also with the group, is an aspiring worked as lead singer in the group
musician. He plays the keyboards, Tobasco, contracled by Walt Disney
acts and sings. He is not always with World.
John Lee is an experienced theathe group however. because of his
ter and entertainment technician as
age and school.
Dale Henson has been involved in well as a gifted bassist. Lee also
voice overs. Jingles. modeling. mar- helped put together an all-day conketing, promolion and advertising. cert in Melbourne benefiting lhe
She has studied voice for six years families of those killed by William
and sang m t he cholr al the Univer- Cruse at the "Palm Bay massacre ."
Le said, "Everyone in this group is
sily of Miami.

THIS WEEK IN THE

THURSDAY

22
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SPLASH
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I 130
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MOVIE:
BABY BOOM
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The cast of La Belle Aurore pose in their futuristic rock costumes.

MOVIE:
Hearts
and
Minds
7p.m.

/
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involved in some type of community
help effort and that's important
because the supl?ort should be a two
way street: We help support them
and they come out and support us. "
Lee also says to the UCF students, "this may be called a rock
opera but if you hate opera, don't
think of it in that sense of ·the
word ... rather it is like a giant music
video that the audience is a part of
with the energy of .Jesus Christ Superstar and Hair ."
Ted Kane, keyboardist, brings to
the group a sense of uniqueness in
the way he creates his music for th
show.
Todd Beeson, muti-media coordinator and videographer, has performed in Ten Little Indians, Guys
and Dolls, and Suddenly Last Summer. Also with the group are Barbara
Joon, a gifted vocalist, synthesist
and percussionist: Adrian J oon,
vocalist and guitarist; and Fitzroy
Harris, the groups main drummer.
Robert Callender said "This production is really geared for today's
youth who have to live with a nuclear
umbrella over their heads because of
the constant threat of nuclear war.
La Belle Aurore, which in French
translates to 'the beautiful awakening [dawn! · was created to give a
release to the youth from this tension, especially in Europe. It's time
for the students of UCF to set aside
their worries, come out and escape
into a rock and roll fantasyland."
Amy Hanna, assistant manager
of Valenlyne's. has this message fo1
the students at UCF: "Don't worry

SEE OPERA PAGE 6
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STUDENT Activities Center

COMING EVENTS IN THE SIUDENT CENTER:
Miss UCF Prelimi~ries Saturday, September 24 10a.m. - 3p.m. fCA
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Managein.ent Positions
Available
The Central Florida Future is currently accepting applications from students for
the positions of Editor in Chief and Business Manager.

Editor in Chiei
Duties: Overall responsibility for the publication and management of the campus
newspaper. Determines editorial content and policies, appoints and supervises a
staff of student writers and editors. Oversees the paper's business manager and
business department, and serves as a member of the Board of Publications.

Business Manager
Duties: Responsible for the management of the newspaper's business office.
Appoints and supervises a staff of student advertising representatives, and serves
as a member of the university's Board of Publications.
For more info, call 275-2865 and talk to Dave Schlenker or Leslie Jorgensen.

Deadline for applications is noon Friday.

Fast Relief
From Foot
Pain!

o

Q

a~
0 FREE

College Rep For
Campus

INITIAL
OFFICE
CONSULT
With This Ad

Prefer Marketing Major with
Promotional Experience

(Expires Oct. 31, 1988)

• Medicare Assignment
Accepted
• Laser Surgery
• Outpatient Surgery
for: • Bunions
• Hammertoes
• Corns
• Callouses

·----:

The patient and my o~ pcrwoo
IClpOllliblC foe payment bu a rigbt
to n:fluc to pay, cancel paymmt or
be n:imbunod for paymont foe any
other 11CrVia:, cxamlnalloo or tn:al·
!llCD1 which iJ pcrfonn;d Na re111it
of and wllhln 72 hours of n:lpond·
ing to the adverti9emctn («tho &cc,
dilcounacd fioc, or reduced (cc llCl'V·
la: cumination QC trcalmcnL

Approximately 15 hours a week

•
•
•

---·

UNIVERSITY FOOT CLINIC :

I
Dr. Loretta Henderson
I
Podiatric Medicine & Surgery
GOLDENROD
PLAZA
I UNIVERSITY BLVD. & GOLDENROD RD.
. I
Winter Parle

I
I
I
I

· 1

I

679-6002

•

···········------·

Cont~ct

Sandra Murwin,
Wayne Densch, Inc.

851•7100

•.
•
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Business hours are Monday through Thursday from
China Chef Chicken, is 11 :30 a.m. to 10 p .m.; Friday
breaded chicken served with and Saturday from 11:30
mixed vegetables and the a.m. to 11 p.m.: and Sunday
chefs special sauce. Priced from noon to 10 p.m.
just under $6, China Chef
Anne Tsoi reveals the key
Chicken is a great buy.
to China Chefs success, "if
The restaurant is only 5 to you have good food, people
7 minutes away from UCF. will come back." A lot of
So take a break from the people, particularly UCF
usual-enjoyChinesefood at students, have revisited
its best at China Chef.
China Chef.

CHINA FROM PAGE 2

•

•

eAT FROM PAGE 2

University Pizza Hut
3900 Alafaya Trail

277-2433
10°k STUDENT DISCOUNT
•

•

'

~

I

···--------------------------·
:
$2.00 Off any LARGE Pizza :
$1.00 Off any MEDIUM Pizza 1

I

I

:
I
:

P~

--Hut

®

I

1 Coupon per party per visit
Good at UCF PIZZA HUT
Expires October 6, 1988

;
I
:
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Peace Corps •••
the benefits are out
of this world•
While working in the Peace Corps, you
help others to help themselves and you
benefit yourself. Some of these benefits
are:

• Valuable overseas work experiencehelpful when applying to graduate schools and jobs after
Peace Corps;
• Language skills;
•Postponement of educational
loans;
•A $5,400 readjustment allowance
. at the end of your two years;
• And much more! Look us up. You
won't regret it.

Learn More About It
September 27, 1988
10:00am - 2:00pm
(Bookstore/Minim.all)
Talk With the Peace Corps Rep
For Details Call Toll-Free

•
•

•

1-800-468-2 745

Peace Corps•
the toughest job you'll ever love

Buckets is "Fresh as a Bermuda Breeze."
There is a small curving
brass and wooden bar and
although beer prices are
quite high ($2.50 for draft
beer) it was pretty well attended. The restaurant was
not crowded but there was a
small wail for a table.
Now that the lovely scene
is set-thefood enters. Buckets is noted for ils extensive
wine list, but the food selection is not that extensive.
One good point is that Buckets does consider special
requests.
The menu is long and divided into sections: appetizers. featuring lots of seafood
like a pound of shrimp
brewed in Budweiser beer for
$16.95; salads; specialities
and sides and vegetables like
a platter of curly fries or onion rings for $2.25
It is too bad there are so
few en trees from which to
choose. There are only 13,
most of them seafood. Persons who do not eat seafood
or red meat will shortly run

out of options at Buckets.
The entrees range from
$8.95 to $18.95, with the
majorityaround$13. Salads
and rolls are included with
entrees, but additional vegetables run about $2.
Drinks are a further expense, so drinks and dinner
including entrees and vegetables for two will run about
$50.
This is American seafood
so there is an emphasis on
fresh fish. There is also orange shrimp flambe, broiled
or fried scallops, lump crab
cakes, chicken breasts, veal,
baby back ribs with blue
cheese and pinenuts. These
standard dishes are enhanced with such extras as
brandy and curacao, feta
and asaigo cheeses.
The portions are relatively
large and have extremely
good flavor. The atmosphere
and dress are casual but
sophisticated.
The food of course is the focus and it is very good, but
the scenery is spectacular.
The prices are high, butifyou
are looking for a fine dining
experience thn Buckets may
be il.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Alafaya Trail.
across from UCF. wants the following majors to
work 20 hours weekly at
$450-$500 monthly:

E.E .. M.E., I.E., MKTG., ACCTG., Business, Computer Science
Career-Oriented Sophomores. or Juniors wilh a
minimum 3.0 GPA in their major-field should apply
to UCF Cooperative Education Program.
Adm. Bldg., Rm. 128.

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Vigil Mass

6:00 P.M.
Sunday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
Scripture Study
Wednesday, 7 :30 P.M.

1501 Alafaya Trail
275-0841
~~~WELCOME~~~
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Eatery offers Mexican food in a romantic setting
by Suzannah Terry

$5.95.

"l!t&t RE YOU A ROMANTIC?

Always Searching
WI for a perfect setting for your next rendezvous? From one romantic to another, you may
want
to try the traditional Mexican restaurant,
'
Villa Las Palomas.
Villa Las Palomas, located at 3552 E. Colonial
Dr. near the Orlando Executive Airport, was
modeled accents authenticity of cuisine, as well as
atmosphere and exquisite dining.
Two consistent problems with Mexican restaurants are a rushed atmosphere and bland, predictable food. However, at Villa Las Palomas, the atmosphere is elegant, and the food is flavorful and
unique.
During the weekdays, Villa Las Palomas offers
a delicious luncheon buffet from 11 :30 a.m. to 3
p.m. which includes a fresh salad bar, soup, hot
buffet. dessert and a non-alcoholic beverage for

The hot buffet includes entrees such as cheese
quesadillas, chilaquiles (very tasty), a chimichanga or enchilada With rice and beans. The
restaurant's soup is often a creamy, traditional
corn chowder.
As well as the buffet, there is also lunch menu
that offers delicious Mexican fare at reasonable
prices (enchiladas, $4.25; chiles rellenos, $5.95;
fajitas, $7.95.)
Villa Las Palomas also has a Sunday buffet
brunch from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Reservations are
required.
Every evening except Monday and Thursday a
traditional Mexican trio serenades each table by
request - a vital element in the ideal romantic
evening.
On Thursday nights. for an additional $2 you
can hear Las Palomas' fabulous mariachi band
perform.

The mole poblano ($10.50), is a dish of roasted
chicken simmered in a sauce of over ~O spices, a
stimulating experience for the taste buds. The
dish is spicy and full-flavored, and I highly recommend it for adventurous diners.
The Mexican platter ($9.95). a combination of
chile relleno, chicken enchilada, beef taquito is
perfect for lovers of Mexican food.
All of the soups I tasted were good, but the
crema de elote ($3.25). a tas ty and cheesy corn
chowder, was especially good.
For dessert the crepas de cajeta (crepes topped
with caramel, orange, walnuts and tequila) is a
delicious and very rich treat. It's the perfect
ending for the coffee and sweets lover. The flan is
also quite good.
Villa Las Palomas, is one of the most enjoyable
dining experiences in Orlando. Excellent service,
delicious food and beautiful surroundings also
help make it one of the most romantic.

Production Help Needed

'

•

11776 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32817

No experience necessary

Alafaya Village Shopping Center
(Corner of Hwy. 50 & Alafaya Tr.)

If interested please contact Leslie at

282-2101

275-2865
UCF TEAM DENTIST
Welcoming you back with

·~.

•

Our UCF Good Knight Offer! $25 Check-up Includes:
• Initial Exam • 2 Bitewing X-Rays • Cleaning & Polishing
Offer good with Valid UCF l.D. Only Expires 12/31 /88
good on initial visit only

University of Central Florida
Orientation Team Presents

SERVICES INCLUDE:
• COSMETIC DENTISTRY
• BLEACHING TO WHITEN
DISCOLORED TEETH
• WISDOM TEETH EXTRACTIONS
• ROOT CANAL TREATMENT
• CROWNS+ BR IDGES

a 6 hour speed reading workshop for those who want to
learn the SECRETS, TIPS, AND TECHNIQUES of
today's most successful student.
•
•
•
•

•

DOUBLE Reading Speed
INCREASE Comprehension
IMPROVE Retention
MAXIMIZE Organization
(We Guara11tee It!)
alized Gifts • So ri y Sh o p p e • Cards • Gi f t B a skets
~rority lnsign_ia Gifts Personalized Free

o lonia l

Dr~ ·

1 Mile W. of Alaf aya on Colonia l

277- 7480
•

Choosejrom twoformatsfor only $65.00:
(1) 2 Three-hou r sessions - Thursday, ScpL 29 & OcL 6 - 6:30·9:30PM
(2) l Six-hour session
- Saturday, Oct. I
- 9AM-4PM

For further information or registration call:

(ORL) (407) 422-6455

1-800-432-4765

Pizza Italia I
Trammell Crow~~~
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Confetti' S Dining Table

•

•

. International Inc .
Trav-el r>isco-u.rits

•

for

students

and

faculty

Now Open In the Palladium Building

•

(Across from Holiday Inn)

281-7900

:....... rrr; ....... i:il:f: :....... rrr;:

•

..: 1imB HD1G

..

..

lrauel HDlG : : lrauel HD1G :

: $5.00 OFF
: ANY ROUND
: TRIP TICKET.

!

5% OFF
ANY
CRUISE

: :
5% OFF
: : ANY TOUR :
: : PACKAGE :

.................................................
.
..
.
:

(lncl..d"'o Sia S....)

( - 0-9 °"up I> S Tocll•") :

(An\' 0..INICW!j

:

GYIVIe
Now in Orlando

•

•More Than 10,000 lbs. Freeweights
• Flex, Polaris & Nautilus Circuit Equipment
• Aerobics - 20 Classes Weekly
• Lifecycles. Stairmaster & Rowers
• And Much More

578-0800

5600 W. Colonial Drive, Orlando

Restaurant

Dinner for 2:

Atmosphere Best For:

Sandwiches
Beefy King
Briar Patch
Brandywine' s

$5-1 O (lunch)
$5-1 o·(lunch)
$5- l O (lunch)

fast food
very casual
very casual

Natural Food
Power House
Chamberlin's

$10- 15 (lunch) casual
$10-15 (lunch) casual

All American
Holiday House
Morrison's

$10-15
$10-15

homey
homey

mears
full meal

Seafood
Red Lobster
Shells

$20-25
$15-20

modern
homey

lots of shellfish
seafood/pasta

Country Cookin
Skeeter's
El Pollo Loco
Po' Folks
Popeye's
Oviedo Inn

$10-15
$5-10
$5-10
$5-10
$20-25

casual
casual
fast food
fast food
modern

breakfast
chicken dinner
lots of food
fried chicken
country dinners

French
Cafe de France
Petit Fours
Le Coq au Vin

$40-45
$5- l 0 (lunch)
$25-30

dressy
casual
dressy

full course meal
French pastries
good french food

Chili's
T.G.I. Friday's
, East India
Ronnie's

$15-20
$15-20
$10-15
$20-25

casual
casual
casual
casual

Mexicano food
Americana
cafe food-bagels
desserts

Steak ·
Steak and Ale
La Contino

$25-30
$30-35

modern
modern

great steaks
filet mignon

Cheap Food
Union Park Cafe
The Hutch
Rainbow

$5- l 0 (lunch)
$5-10 (lunch)
$5- l 0 (lunch)

very casual breakfasts
very casual lots of food
very casual sandwiches

Mexican
El Niagara
Chi-Chi's
P.R.'s

$15-20
$15-20
$10-15

casual
modern
casual

full meals
margaritas
enchiladas

$25-30
$5-10 (lunch)
10-15

s

modern
casual
casual

many courses
huge subs
tons of food

Pizza
Johnny's Pizza
Kelsey's
Sbarro's

$10-15
$10-15
$5-10

casual
casuol
modern ·

pizza!
bruchetta bread
pizza pies

Hot Date
Olive Garden
Enzo's
Anthony's
Maison et Jardin
Le Cordon Bleu
Melting Pot
Palma Maria's

$20-25
$40-45
$35-40
$50+
$50+
$25-30
$25-30

modern
modern
modern
modern
modern
modern
modern

breadsticks
pasta
meat dishes
everything
French food
cheese fondue
chicken

beef sandwich
soup/salad
sandwiches

sandwiches
power shakes

All types

A Ucen-.ee of Gold's Gym Enterprises, l11c.

•

-----------------20% off Enrollment Fees
Student Special

With Coupon Only

Ethnic

•

etB-Q
Hrs. 6 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sun. 6 a.m. - 5 p.m.

•
•

BREAKFAST
_,, BUFFET

$3.95

EAT IN or TAKE OUT

All-You-Can-Eat

DAILY LUNCHEON SPECIALS

Sat. & Sunday Morning

HELP WANTED• 365-4494
~/VE BAND ON SATURDAY NIGHT
LIVE JAM SESSION EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT

In The Alafaya Square Shopping Center
WECATERFORALLOCCASIONS NO PARTYTOOLARGEORTOOSMALL

Samurai
Vega's Cafe
Numero Uno

8, Confetti, September 22, 1988
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$7 which will include a free
cocktail. "
Tickets can be reserved
by callingValentynes a t 84 17246 or they can be purchased at the door.
To get there, take S.R. 50
west to Orange Avenue Uust
before I-4); make a left at
Orange and go down about
five blocks just past Washington Avenue.
V et.lentyne's is on the right
next 1.o the Palladium Theatre.

about getting in if you are
under 21.
Just don't order any alcohol because our staff will
card you for every purchase."
Non-alcoholic beverages
will be on hand for those who
want refreshments.
Also, this production will
not dig into the wallets of st udents. With a current student ID. the admission price
is only $5; all others will pay

Trammell Crow~~~
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EDIE BRICKELL AND
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HOTHOUSE FLOWERS '

BOB MARLEY
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MICHELLE SHOCKED
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SIR MIX-A~LOT
Swass

Short Sharp Shocked
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MOVIE

• 4900 East Colonial Dr. at Humphries Ave.
n·ext to the Executive Airport 898-2500

IRUllC • IROYlll
SALE PRICES GOOD FROM SEPTEMBER 22 THROUGH SEPTEMBER 27. QUANTITIES LIMITED.
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